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About This Game

Pixel Puzzles 2: Space is a traditional style jigsaw puzzle game, featuring 25 images in a universal style, with each puzzle piece
uniquely shaped in a way no physical puzzle could be.

Use satellites to help solve puzzles. Launch the floating payloads to utilize power ups or build a rocket and save the stranded
spaceman from the barren rocks beneath his moon boots.

Features:

25 puzzles in a range of sizes from 60 to 350 pieces.

Beautiful images of space.

Auto saving, never lose your progress.

Peaceful puzzling atmosphere.

Traditional puzzle gameplay.

55 Steam Achievements.

Puzzle piece rotation.
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Interactive play environment.

Power ups to help solve puzzles.
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Title: Pixel Puzzles 2: Space
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
DL Softworks
Franchise:
Pixel Puzzles
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Device

English
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pixel puzzles 2 space steam. pixel puzzles 2 space цена. pixel puzzles 2 space

Amazing for relaxation.. Do you often dream of space?

Do you enjoy jigsaw puzzles?

How about relaxing music?

Yes? Then I guess you have your answer.

7/10. Very relaxing game.
I like puzzles therefore I bought this game and everything else from Pixel Puzzles - no regrets.. This is a decent game. I would
put it about middle of the road for the Pixel Puzzles series, but that's more my bias for the subject matter of the others. The
puzzles in this game deal with space themes, so the planets, stars, and spaceships. You have an astronaut walking around as you
solve the puzzles, and to rescue him (which unlocks an achievement for each puzzle) you have to grab small rocket fragments
floating near the puzzle pieces and build the rocket... not too problematic.

The puzzles in this volume unlock automatically in the Ultimate game upon purchase.. I was [having sex] with this girl… and it
was pretty wild; I explained to her that I’d not had it in 2 years because I’d been in the VD clinic.. she replied ‘How’s the food?
… I’m going in tomorrow!’. Game has an annoying astronaut bouncing about getting in your way... you can grab said astronaut
and drop him from top of screen, catching him just before he hits ground, and keep doing this.. keeping the astronaut in a
constant flux of falling.

That is, until you miss him and his helmet shatters killing him off.

10\/10 would kill astronaut again. Really nice, beautiful pictures, relaxing game ;). TL;DReview: Definitely the bad apple in the
Pixel Puzzle bunch.

Bugs: Crashes on exit; No save date lost. Puzzle alignment is off.

Achievements: 100% completion possible by solving all puzzles without using any power-ups (and using them to launch the
rockets instead).

Final Verdict: 3/10

The designs are a bit uninspired, the NASA logos are blurred out, and the jigsaw alignment is slightly off to the topright which can
cause some annoyances when trying to place side and corner pieces. The difficulty is easy for all puzzles but takes a steep jump up
at the final puzzle.. doing reviews cuz i can
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If you want death to come and visit you, then this game is right for you.. Well it´s a puzzle.

-----=====(QUICK INFO)=====-----
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ I had massive fun playing the game, it felt great in every aspect of the game.
★ ★ ★ ★ Good game, it did many things right, you should play it.
★ ★ ★ OK game, not the best but not bad at all, you can skip it if you have better games.
★ ★ Bad game, you shouldn´t play it.
★ Garbage, don´t waste your time.. Prositives:
-The main menu was a puzzle & not some tedious task such as killing zombies.
-The side of the board game took little to no time extra to complete & was not intrusive.
-In my opinion the most impressive pictures so far of the series.
-Your options save & don't reset every time you load up the game like in previous titles.
-You get to play a puzzle with zero mess & effort.

Negatives:
-There was no button installed that let me deliver a pizza to my house, like in WOW.
-When I yelled "That's one small step for a man" into the mic the game did not respond with "One giant leap for mankind"
-Life is short & death is inevitable.

Hope you enjoyed the review & have a nice day!. Brillant as always I love the puzzels very relaxing .. japan and space are my
favorites to just relax , very well put together good job... good way to waste your time.. This pixel puzzles has actually the most
relaxing music to puzzle on

PATCH - 21/MAR/2016 - Version: 1.1.1.44:

Version: 1.1.1.44 is now live and contains the following additions and changes.

This is just a quick patch fixing a bug from the last patch that is making the game crash when a puzzle is completed with a dead
astronaut.

Full list of additions and changes:

1. Fixed game crashing upon completion with dead astronaut.

Enjoy!!!. SALE up to 75% OFF:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/565320/Pixel_Puzzles_Ultimate__Puzzle_Pack_Winter/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/734867/Pixel_Puzzles_Ultimate__Puzzle_Pack_Halloween_2/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/591499/Pixel_Puzzles_Ultimate__Puzzle_Pack_Sunflowers/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/591491/Pixel_Puzzles_Ultimate__Puzzle_Pack_Volcanoes/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/504880/Pixel_Puzzles_2_RADical_ROACH/?curator_clanid=32969915
https://store.steampowered.com/app/297020/The_Culling_Of_The_Cows/?curator_clanid=32969915. PATCH - 21/FEB/2016
- Version: 1.0.1.37:
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Version: 1.0.1.37 is now live and contains the following additions and changes.

This is just a quick patch addressing a few small issues found with some of the achievements not unlocking and puzzles not
restarting after their second completion.

Full list of additions and changes:

1. Fixed zoom not exiting when puzzle is complete.

2. Fixed puzzle complete achievement not activating when rocket launched.

3. Fixed puzzle not ending and restarting after second completion.

Enjoy!!!. VARIETY PACK 7 - OUT NOW!:

15% OFF 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/957903/. SALE!!! up to 70% OFF:
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SALES SALES SALES. PP2: Christmas - CARDS:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/490510/
Enjoy!

. PATCH - 18/MAR/2016 - Version: 1.1.0.43:
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Version: 1.1.0.43 is now live and contains the following additions and changes.

This patch adds steam cloud saving, fixes a few small problems and changes a few things around a bit in the game's menu.

Full list of additions and changes:

1. Steam cloud support.

2. Removed dl-tv Launcher.

3. Launcher puzzle moved to main menu.

4. Renamed tv puzzle achievement in steamworks.

5. Social icons moved to main menu.

6. Social icons open overlay instead of browser.

7. Updated pixel puzzles banners.

8. Pixel puzzles banners open overlay instead of browser.

9. Fixed screenshot colour correction error.

Enjoy!!!
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